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ABSTRACT
Wemake a case for a new generation of interactive data exploration

systems that seamlessly integrate deep models as first-class citizens

into the data exploration stack. Based on three case studies, we

argue that this not only enables users to gain much deeper insights

into a broader range of data sets but also helps to improve the

performance and quality of existing data exploration systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There exists an ever-growing set of data exploration tools that allow

data scientists of to intuitively explore new data sets. For instance,

systems like DICE [8], Vizdom/IDEA [6], or Tableau [15] provide

visual interfaces to quickly skim through the new data sets and look

for patterns. However, these tools typically only focus on simple

aggregate queries over structured data, and thus their applicability

is limited to a small set of potential questions and data sets.

Consider e.g. a medical doctor who is exploring a patient data

set that contains information about the patient itself such as sex

and age but also other information about the medication, potential

diagnoses, as well as information about whether or not a particular

treatment was successfully applied or not. With existing explo-

ration tools, the doctor could easily investigate the data at hand

and find out that patients with age over 50, when diagnosed with

disease X, received two different treatments — A and B — and

overall had a chance of 60% to be successfully cured. Moreover, by

drilling down, she would find out that treatment B had a higher

ratio of successfully cured patients than treatment A. During data

exploration, however, the doctor might immediately have some

more speculative questions in mind such as “What if all these pa-

tients would have received only treatment B?”. Unfortunately, using

existing data exploration tools, the doctor has no simple support

to answer those questions. Furthermore, important information is

often not only available in well-curated structured data sets but is

often available in other formats such as texts (e.g., medical reports)

or images (e.g., MRI scans).

Putting deep learning [9] into the data exploration stack seems

to achieve the desired flexibility, at least at first sight. Deep learning
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has gained popularity and yielded astonishing results in a wide

range of applications ranging from standard classification and re-

gression tasks to more complicated tasks such as image or text

understanding. However, deep models typically need to be trained

explicitly with large amounts of data in advance before they can be

used to solve a particular task and applied to an existing data set.

This is in contrast to the main challenge of data exploration: the

questions users might want to answer using data are not known in

advance; i.e., users typically ask ad-hoc questions or refine queries

about the data set while browsing the data. Thus a naïve integration

of deep models into the data exploration stack would not be fruitful.

We therefore put forward a vision for a new generation of data

exploration systems that integrate deep models in an efficient man-

ner: We envision that (1) deep models are integrated in a seamless

manner — i.e., the user is not aware of using or even building deep

models at all — and (2) the class of models supported should support

a wide range of different questions a user might have to efficiently

support exploratory workloads. Interestingly, we also believe that

(3) the integration of deep models also helps existing data explo-

ration systems to improve their performance as well as the quality

of computing approximate aggregate query results. To substantiate

our vision, we present the results of three initial case studies where

we have integrated deep models into our own interactive data ex-

ploration tool Vizdom/IDEA [6]. In the first case study (Section

2), we show how deep models can be used to enhance existing

approximate query processing techniques that are used to enable

interactive response times for data exploration. In a second case

study (Section 3), we then discuss how deep models can be further

leveraged to enable users to ask more complex inference-based

“what-if” questions such as the ones discussed before without the

need to explicitly build a model for each new question at hand. In

the last case study (Section 4), we present an extension to inter-

actively explore text data without the need to explicitly construct

a curated structured knowledge base before. Finally, we conclude

by discussing further avenues for integrating deep models into the

data exploration stack and building a complete system for deep

interactive data exploration.

2 CASE STUDY I: MODEL-BASED AQP
Several commercial and academic systems support interactive data

exploration workloads. Different from classical analytical database

systems such as SAP HANA, these tools typically use sampling

techniques to return an approximate answer for simple aggregate

queries without scanning the entire dataset [4]. That way, they can

often better guarantee interactive response times even on large data

sets. Examples in this category include BlinkDB [1], ApproXimate

DB (XDB) [10] or Vizdom/IDEA [6] as well as commercial systems

such as SnappyData [12]. However, existing sample-based approxi-

mate query processing (AQP) approaches fall short under varying

circumstances. Consider e.g. random sampling. It can be used to
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support simple ad-hoc queries efficiently. Unfortunately, random

samples may yield results of low quality with missing groups or

large confidence intervals per group if the user wants to explore

the tail of a distribution or analyze outliers as the sample might not

include any of those data items. At the same time, stratified samples

can better support rare cases but need to know the workload in

advance to include the appropriate data items in the sample, which

is not a realistic assumption for exploratory data analysis where the

workload is not known in advance. Furthermore, another problem

that existing sample-based approaches face is data quality. Existing

AQP techniques rely on the fact that the data is cleaned; e.g., miss-

ing values are replaced and data entry errors are corrected etc. If

not, existing techniques might return estimates of low-quality [17].

Deep generative models can be used to tackle these problems

since they learn to represent the probability distribution over mul-

tiple variables from a given data set. While classical deep neural

networks may discard any information unrelated to the desired

prediction, deep generative models learn to represent the data in

its entirety by capturing its underlying distribution. As such, they

can naturally be applied for data exploration and also help to tackle

other significant problems such as imputing missing values, repair-

ing damaged data or detecting anomalies or even for constructing

stratified samples online for a given selected subset of the data fol-

lowing the original data distribution. We have therefore integrated

a first prototype model-based AQP engine in IDEA, which uses sum-

product networks (SPNs) — a particular class of deep generative

models [13] — instead of data samples to compute approximate ag-

gregate query results. SPNs are particularly interesting for AQP not

only because of the properties mentioned above but also since they

can be estimated without deciding a-priori the parametric form of

the random variables while still being expressive enough to approx-

imate any distribution effectively and permitting efficient learning

and tractable inference [11], e.g., for computing confidence inter-

vals on the results. We have implemented two query processing

strategies, one which uses an SPN to analytically compute the result

of simple aggregate queries using the network architecture itself.

A second query processing strategy, that can be used for arbitrary

queries, creates stratified samples for a selected sub-population

(e.g., the male patients over 50) using the SPN on the fly. Initial

results show that we can compute approximate results with higher

quality faster than existing purely sample-based AQP strategies.

3 CASE STUDY II: WHAT-IF QUERIES
As an extension of the previous model-based AQP engine, we have

implemented a second case study which allows users to formulate

speculative “ What-if” queries. The main idea is to use the ability

of generative models to “predict” any attribute or to generate new

samples from the learned data distribution.

For example, as outlined in the introduction, the doctor might

want to know the average success rate for male patients over 50

“if all these patients would have received only treatment B?”. To

this aim, we could use the SPN to either answer this query directly

or sample a set of new data items for this speculative query from

the model to compute an approximate answer. Moreover, the SPN

could also be used as a “normal” prediction model. For example, the

doctor might want to know the best treatment for a new incoming

patient. In that case, she might want to predict the medication based

on the patient data such as gender, sex, and age.

4 CASE STUDY III: TEXT EXPLORATION
A typical problem in many domains is that user want to get a

high-level overview of a text corpus by deriving some aggregated

information over those documents. Imagine a medical doctor who

starts at a new hospital and wants to get an overview of all the

medical reports. For example, she might want to know the average

age of patients with different diagnosis from the texts. Knowledge

base construction (KBC) from text data is a long-standing problem

[14, 18] where the structured information that should queried is

extracted from the text corpus. A major problem of all the existing

KBC approaches is, however, that they do not support on-the-fly

KBC construction and thus require well curated extract-transform-

load pipelines that fill a structured database from the unstructured

content. To that end, existing KBC approaches do not support ad-

hoc exploratory analysis where we do not know the queries the

user might want to ask in advance.

We have therefore extended our IDEA backend such that it can

run ad-hoc queries such as “SELECT AVG(age), disease FROM
text_reports GROUP BY disease” that computes an approximate

aggregate result to visualize a histogram of patient ages per disease

over a given text corpus without the need to construct a curated

knowledge base before. The main idea is that we rely on existing

open information extraction models [2] to derive a sparse table

with the required attributes for the given query on-the-fly while

streaming over the text documents and apply approximate query

processing (AQP) techniques to answer simple aggregate queries

such as the ones mentioned before. One problem clearly is data

quality and in particular missing values that need to be taken into

account. Another issue is how to sample from the text documents

to get a representative set of entries in the sparse table. Moreover,

very different from existing AQP approaches, and a key challenge

in our case is that we do not know the population (i.e., the number

of instances for each entity type) in advance, which makes it hard

to estimate an over all aggregate value (such as COUNT or AVG).

In our initial prototype we therefore rely on domain knowledge

(e.g., one patient data set per medical report) but we also plan to

use more clever statistical estimators such as the ones presented in

[5] for this purpose.

5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The main future avenue is to integrate all our initial results into one

joint system, called DeepVizdom, and generalize them to support

seamless deep interactive data exploration. One should also investi-

gate other components in the data exploration stack not considered

here where deep models can be seamlessly be integrated to provider

richer data exploration capabilities such as supporting deep query

translation. Examples are natural language [3] or chat-bot like data

exploration interfaces [7] that allow novice users to ask complex

questions without knowing the schema of the data set or the tech-

nical details of a query language. Other interesting future avenues

are the integration of an automated statistician, able to predict the

statistical types and parametric forms of variables on-the-fly [16],

and to learn from user interactions to better support information

needs or to provide additional model-based explanations that help

users to understand query results better.
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